LOCAL EXPERIENCES AND CULTURE SIX SENSES CON DAO
All experiences can be tailor-made to suit individual requirements and preferences. Six Senses Con
Dao enjoys a private and secluded setting with a host of activities on hand to entertain all ages and
satisfy the most discerning of tastes. From water sports and beach activities to hiking and discovering
nature, Con Dao Island has something special for everyone.
Turtle Hatchling Release [key focus]
At Bay Canh Island a guide leads guests to the main nesting beach and turtle. Guests are then given
the opportunity to hold the hatchlings before taking them to the beach and releasing them to the
ocean. Turtle experiences are available from May through December, depending on nature.
In collaboration with National Parks, Six Senses Con Dao has become the proud custodians of
selected clutches of turtle eggs, relocated by the National Parks team to protect the eggs from being
poached from nests at neighboring islands. The recently completed incubation center, "Let's Get
Cracking" has since been home to many new hatchlings, where guests participate in the conservation
efforts, by joining the early morning releases, right on the resort’s beach.
Boat tours
Speedboat tours are one of the must-do activities at Six Senses Con Dao.
For a truly unique experience, we can customize your own boat trip. Enjoy island exploration or
snorkeling along the way. Or opt for the enjoyment to see the moment the sun dips into the ocean don’t miss this romantic sunset getaway tour, taking you to the West side of Con Dao, passing Ca
Map Cape (Shark Cape) and gazing upon Lovers Peak to indulge in a perfect sunset moment.
Sense of Respect
Every night a pilgrimage occurs in Con Dao. Visitors to the islands go to pay respects to the fallen
heroes of Vietnam’s struggle for independence that now lay peacefully at Hang Duong. Visit and pay
respects at the tombs of Vo Thi Sau, Le Hong Phong, and Nguyen An Ninh who all gave their lives
along with over 1,900 residents of this area. Hang Duong now stands as not only a memorial to those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, but also as a testament to the will and strength of the Vietnamese
people.
Scuba Diving with Con Dao Dive Center
With depths ranging from five to 20 meters, Con Dao offers divers a unique opportunity to explore
the amazing variety of underwater life; from Green and Hawksbill Turtles, curious Cobia and Batfish,
and a scattering of Rays, Lion Fish, Scorpion Fish, Nudibranchs, huge cuttlefish, and the best coral
coverage around Vietnam.
Feed the Fish Golf
While the resort doesn’t have the space for an 18-hole course, it has a lot of ocean in front of the resort.
Practice your swing and knock a few EcoBioBalls across the waves from atop the cliffside platform at
Elephant Mountain? Why not?
EcoBioBalls dissolve in under 24 hours transforming to fish food. To cause the least disturbance to
natural fish feeding habits with daily quotas on balls played.

Cooking Class
Learn the secrets of Vietnamese recipes such as fresh hand rolls or sweet and sour fish soup at
Vietnamese by The Market restaurant. Let the chefs impart their wisdom and take home more than a
memory.
Cocktail Class
Discover our expert cocktail making secrets and learn about the premium spirits and fresh, fruity
ingredients. The resort will show guests how to make the signature drinks infused by local
ingredients – and yes, guests will have a good time!
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